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WITH MUSIC:
MERGINC"FLOORTIME"

Approachthat Employs
IxploringanAffect-Based
Developmental
andMusicalPatterns
by Kaja Weeks
Leyine School of Music, Washington, DC
D e,relopmental Music Spe cialist, Kensington, MD
Summary: This article describes salient features of "Floortime," an approach that is central to
Greenspanand Wieder's comprehensive model (DIRtt;* that supports patterns of human
development and treats early social and communication disorders. Music - with its patterns,
fluidity of response,and power of communication - is explored as a complementaryavenuefor
use with the Floortime approach. Illustrations are made relevant to music practitioners who work
with young children in education, therapy, early intervention, and other settings. Understanding
and applying both Floortime and early childhood music models form a powerful unified path that
suppofts optimal patterns of children's growth.
*DIRTM = Developmental, Individual-difference, Relationship-based approach
formulated by StanleyL Greenspan,M.D., and SerenaWieder, Ph.D.

rom the enormously comprehensive body of
information about Floortime formulated by
Stanley I. Greenspan,SerenaWieder, and
colleaguescomes Greenspan'swarm and
colloquial expression that captures the essence
of his work: "Now we've got the kid cookin'!"l
As both a procedure and philosophy, Floortime
espousesa highly engaging, systematic way of
helping children climb the developmental ladder
(SeeFigure I).2 Although widely used and
associatedwith intervention for children with
developmental and learning disorders,3the
approach can be equally applied to promoting
healthy growth among all children.a Greenspan's
referenceto "cookin"'suggests a key state in
which children successfully negotiate
developmental milestones through the
actualization of personally meaningful high
affect - the active internal ingredient which
motivates, fosters, and solidifies their learning.
Ideally, this state is co-created by the child and
his/her adult Floortime partner within the
context of their relationship and based on the
child's unique profile.5
Music has been cited as a useful activity in
various Floortime settings,6with music's specific
benefits including:

. strengthening motor planning and
sequencing abilities through rhythmic
elementsT
. developing shared (two-way) responses
through singing and playing instruments8
. using musical vocalization and movement
to bolster the child's multi-modal
processingcapacities,eand
. using the structural underpinnings of
musical activities to heighten the child's
senseof self and group.lo
Conversely, Floortime practices have
been shown to be beneficial to music-based
activities.It The amount and detail of
published accounts on these topics,
however, are relatively scarce, especially
given the high degree of support that each
could yield to the other. Thus, a more
detailed look at their complementary roles
is timely.

FLOORTIME
"Floortime" has come to be known as
the spontaneousinteractions that occur
when a caregiver follows a child's lead in a
warm, flexible way so as to encourage that
child's climb up the developmental ladder.
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With young children, such interactions typically
take place on the floor - where the children's toys
are, where children are comfortable, and where
they are on a more equal plane with the adult.
Greenspan and Wieder state that while Floortime
may resemble ordinary play, it is distinguished by
the developmentalrole played by the adult
Floortime partner. 12Following the child's demonstrated interests (i.e., his/her lead) in a manner that
encouragesinteractionbetweenthe child and the
partner is paramount. Here, it is not an object or an
activity or a skill per se, but the human relationshtp
that captures, sustains, and expands the child's
attention, and thereby motivates ensuing "circles of

Figure1.

communication." Adults who venture into
Floortime play with a child are reminded of
Wieder's advice: "Think of yourself as your
child's first toy."13
Each communication - whether in the
form of a gesture, look, movement, sound,
word, or even the inaction of being left alone
- is taken as intentional and is contingently
responded to. It is important that the child
participate in, as Greenspan says, the "juicy"
back-and-forth flow of communication while
negotiating the particular dramas and challenges of each developmental stage. If the
child gets stuck, the adult redirects him or her

The Basic l)welopmental Model for DIRrM

andSerenaWieder,showsthe "Individual
TheBasicModel for DIprM, ?sconceptualized
by StanleyI. Greenspan
pattems)on onesideand"Family a,ndEnvironmentalPattems"
PhysicatDifferences"(constitutional-matumtionat
(includingcaregivers,famity, community,andculture)on theother.Both operdetfuoughthe infant-caregiver
relationship,which is picturedin the middle.All of thesefactorswith the infant-caregiverrelationshipcontributeto the
organizationof experienceat eachof six devetopmental
levels(sometimes
referrcdto as"mileston€s"or the Functional
EmotionalDevelopmentalLevels)which areshownin the Infant(Child) CaregiterInteractionscolumn.
Detailsdescribingthe FunctionalEmotionalDevelopmental
Levelscanbe foundat www.floortime.orgor in books
suchasGreenspan's
that CreateIntelligerceand EmotionalGrowthin
Building HealtltyMinds: TheSb Experiences
Babiesand YoungChildrenor Greenspan
andWieder'sTheChildwith SpecialNeeds. '
IndividualPhysicalDifferences

e

Intenctions
Infant(Child)Carcgiver

Family andEnvironmentalPattems

l. Atbntion andRegulation

2. FormingRelationships

3. IntentionalTwo-WayCommunication

4. Complexhoblem-SolvingInteractions

5. CncatingSymbols

6. ConnectingSymbolsLogically

* Sourcefor Figure:TheAssessment
of EmotionalDarclopmeftin Infanq andEarly Childhood:TheClinical and
Research
Applicationsof tlre FEASbyG. DeGangi,S. I. Greenspan,
andS. Wieder.Usedwith permission.
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to a simpler level that can be tuned into and
solidly sustained. The Floortime parrner is
ever mindful of the child's unique sensory
cognitive, and affective profile (see Figure 2)
and can help the child through challenges
by means of multiple paths. Consider 6-year
old Kerry:
Kerry hasa winning combinationin her
use of visual and fine motor skills. Sheis a
whiz at assembling3-dimensionalstructures,
fitting just the right peg into the right hole to
replicatethe houseon the coverof the game
box. Shelovesthat she can second-guess
which pick-up stick will causethe bunch to
collapsebetter than eachof her older brothers;
and yet, Kerry still needsto learn how to
articulatethat samekind of cause-and-effect
thinking verbally.
During Floorrime, the adult is able to help
the child negofiattatetelopmenrel milECtonesin
an integrative, sequential lvay so that levels are
not skipped or replacedwith "splinter skills."
Beginning with fundamental shared interests,
the adult lrorks to enhance the child's capacities in ways that will eventually encompass

representational
thinking,
build bridgesbetween
ideas,and generatemore
complexreflectiveand
multi-causalthinking. ra
FLOORTIMEANDITS
LARGERMODEL
"Floortime"is a
simple descriptorwhich,
upon first hearing,belies
the breadthand depth of
its principles and
applications.Of
fundamental significance
is the bedrockof clinical
work, research,and
collaborationout of
which its primary
architects,StanleyI.
Greenspanand Serena
Wieder,r5havebuilt a
comprehensiveand
dynamicmodel.

The basis for their work takes into account
multiple major perspectives from the last
century such as infant's emotional and social
development, attachment, deprivation,
environmental effects, psychoanalytic
understandings, developmental
psychopathology, constifutional-maturational
influences, and temperament. Among the
many theorists and clinicians represented by
these perspectives are Donald Winnicort,
John Bowlby, Margaret Mahler, Mary Main,
Selma Fraiberg, Anna Freud, Sigmund Freud,
T. Berry Brazelton, Daniel Stern,Jean Piaget,
and Erik Erikson.l6 This model has also been
moved forward with late 20th century and
early 21st century insights, such as those from
neurobiolo gy,17neuropsychology,18and
pharmacotherapyre
Greenspan and Wieder's work, spanning
dqg,@q, hes qq4eqlid ate4 4 bgoadtheqrgt cal
perspective of human development into an
original formulation that accommodates both
adaptive and disturbed emotional functioning,
as well as cognitive, motor, and sensory
capacities and environmental influences that
impact the caregiver'ssupport. This model

Figure 2
THE SENSORYSYSTEMAND ITS IMPACT
. Visual (Seeing)
r Auditory (Hearing)
. Tactile (Touching)
o Olfacrorl (Smelling)
r Gusratory (Tasting)
. Froprioceptive(Information through joints, ligaments,muscles)
. Vestibular (A complexinformation systemconnectedto the inner ear,
which providesinformation about balance,movement,and position
in space).
Both the cognitiveand affectiveprocessingsystenrsrely on sensoryinput,
while the motor systemis what allows us to respond. Children with sensoryprocessingdifficulties may be overwhelmed by incoming signals that skew
their understanding and ability to relate. Developriientaldelaysare ofren
associatedwith difficulties in moror planning and sequencingof actionsbased
on input and thought. Thesekinds ofindividual differencesare recognizedand
respondedto in the Floorrimemodel.
Sources:Compiled from Smsorylntegrationand.theChildby A.lean Ayres
(L979) andThe Child with SpecialNeedsby
StanleyI. Greenspan6r Serena
Wieder(1998).
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should be viewed as a whole, with its
influences exerting a back-and-forth flow
from within its various componentszo(See
Figure 1). Floortime is the hub of this
formulation and sets the stage for Greenspan
and Wieder's basic developmental model DIRTM, charactettzedby them as a

1) Formation of patterns that arise from an
l't

))

Developmental
Individual-difference
Relationship-based model.
AND ITS HOME BASE
FTOORTIME/DIRTM
To grasp the power of Floortime's being at
the heart of DIRru, one need only look at the
constituents who provide its underpinning.
Broadly speaking, these groups are connected
to and fostered by the Interdisciplinary
Council for Developmental and Learning
Disoqdgrs_(!CD!).21f9 !s qhrough $i,s Cqqnclt
that Greenspan and Wieder's work has been
effectively linked - in theory and practice with legions of professionals from a wide
range of disciplines (including, for example,
speecManguage and occupational therapists,
clinical mental-health professionals, vision
specialists, physicians, neuroscientists,
resehrchers, early interventionists, and
educators). The fact that such diverse
professions are actively collaborating and
contributing to its dynamic growth attests to
the adaptability of the Floortime/DIRTM model.
Moreover, the ICDL also works with and
serves an active network of parents. From
these cross-fertilizations have emerged
dssential components, such as best practices
for assessments,specific therapies, biomedical
interventions, home programs, school
programs, family support, and ongoing
professional support and training.22

VIEWINGA COMPTEXPICTURE
THE ROIE OF PATTERNS
The powerful role of patternsin
developmentand caretakingand their
applicationfrom theory to practiceareinfused
in the DlRru/Tloortimeliterature.The
significanceof patternsin this model is drawn
from such multiple viewpointsBas:
e Vol. 10, No.2
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4)

5)

6)

individual's physical differences;
Formation of unstable patterns that may lead to
maladaptive behavior (such as having strengths
in some areas but major deficits in specific
processing areasthat impact how the whole
system functions);
Children's expected ability to see and decipher
patterns (including spatial patterns, motorsequencing patterns, socio-emotional patterns,
and the po'wer of pattern predictability) early in
life as part of their healthy growth and adaptive
functioning;
The importance of recognizing unique,
individual profiles based upon children's
underlying developmental patterns (such
profiles recognize differences, even when
symptoms display themselves similarly to
others with identical syndromes);
Uniquely-configured caretaking and/or
intewention patterns based on the child's
individual profile;
-Realization
of how children5indlvidual piofild
and pattems are transformed as they move
through developmental stages and as
caretaking and the larger environment exert
their influence.

THE KEY ROIE OF AFFECT
The Floortime/DlRru model is predicated
on a seminal concept: affect is integral not only
to a child's developing senseof self but also to
intellectual growth.2aIn this view, it is affect
which gives (connects) meaning to behavior
and ideas; therefore, "it is through highly
affective interactions, mobilized through thechild's emerging developmental capacities,that
emotional and cognitive grorrythis harnessedin
the Floortime arerta."zsOne can seewhy this
approach is particularly important with
children who have underlying biologicallybased processing difficulties. The processing
impairments may radically interfere with a
child's abiliry to connect affective intent to
motor planning or signaling, and thus derail
relationships and emotional interactions while
setting up self-perpetuating and damaging
patterns.26Compelling new theories in the field
ofneuroscience also lend credenceto the
Ieading role of affect, including the impact of
affect interchange in both adaptive and
maladaptive relationships.2T

OF
XNTERSECTION
FI-OORTIMEAND MUSIC
Since Floortime is an approach vitally
attentive to eliciting affective states and
interactions, music presents a particularly
well-suited and complementary partnership
to Floortime practices. Evidence of music's
affective and socially-binding role, in addition to being profusely observable, has been
The
articulated by numerous researchers.2s
sigmusic's
emotive
of
indications
earliest
nalzeare embedded in parent-infant communications, which hold a vast collection of
wordless vocalizations, including cries, coos,
clicks, glides, raspberries, gurgles, and
babbles.3oThese earliest vocal sounds,

on rateandtype.of
exclusively
superimposed
in
of changes
informthecaregiver
breathing,

FTOORTIMEAS AN INTERVENTION
Children with special needs, including
t\os-e who fall within a broad spectrum of
developmental and learning disorders (e.g.,
autism spectrum disorders, regulatory disorders, sensory-processing and/or sensorimotor
disorders, attentional disorders, and language
disorders) require that Floortime be an intensive one-on-one intervention as part of an
overall therapeutic plan.3aIt is preceded by
assessmentand is recommended along with
two other developmentally appropriate daily
activities (i.e., semi-structured, problemsolving interactions that work on particular
objectives and specific therapies that focus on
strengthening the processing capacities)'

FORTypICALLyFLOORTIME
CH''DREN
b;Gii;iliN.

:lii*:f,i:lxrfi
l;:H::,:ili:J;::,.1";;***rmmffi;;*L1.,uJ

their own vocalizations,they can expandand
emphasizefurther commuhicationby incorporating mutual gazeandrhythmic gestures
ideally,a co-regulated
into their dialogue;32
It is to
statesensues.33
affective
attunementof
this musicallyand affectivelyfertile interactive prototypethat we must often return
when seekingto reachyoung children,
particularly thosewhosecoredeficits have
overwhelmedthem.
_
With a child's climb up the
developmentalladder,music availsitself in
waysrelatedto the Floortime
ever-e>rpanding
model. For example,music'scommunicative
potential may initially be assimple as twoway socialsignaling,while at later stages
music'scommunicativepotential (asduring
ensembleplay) will becomemuch more
sophisticated(asin helping the child
differentiate his/her own communicative
needdabilitiesfrom othersor in reading
multple cuesfrom othersand then readjustinghis/her own communication
accordingly).Evolvedfrom earliestco,.g.,lat"d .ommunication, music offers a
much deeperand subtle form that relies on a
growing synthesisof developmentaland
musicalpatterns.

st ategyto'"*ploy with all
ffi;;"Irhy
f"",lr"a by purerrt , reachers,
;htffi;;*
.friiJ .u." providers,and otherswho comein
,"g"fu, .oi u., with young children.Several
priblicationshave addrerr"d thi, and related
issuestr,with addedimpetuscomingfrom a
new web-basedradio progru* with Dr.
Greenspanas host. This bioadcastincludesa
largesegmentthat appliesFloortimeprinciples
to rypically-developingchildren.36
MUSICALAPPLICATIONS
Figures3 $. aD and 4 (p. 44) offer
vignetteswhich describehow Floortime has
beenincorporatedinto a music setting.
Principlesdemonstratedin thesemusically
interactiveexampleswith childrenwho have
specialneedscair easilybe adaptedfor groups
(classes,studios,play,etc.) of typically
developing children3Tor for inclusion
programs3s
that havea more pronounced
developmentaland learningrange'Carol
Kranowitz,3eauthorof severalwell.received
books that incorporatesensory-integration
issuesinto children's learning and play, offers
particularly well-suited activities using music.
On first learning about the Floortime
cont.onp. 43
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Figure3
FOR
ABILITIES
OTDBOYWHO SHOWSEMERGINC
A 4.1l2YEAR
OF RYAN,
VIGNETTE
OTHERS
EMOTIONALLYTO
AND RELATING
ATTENTION
SUSTAINED

The Alone andPreoccupiedZone...Ryan skirts
continuously along the edge of a small room,
running his finger intermittently along the
textured wallpaper. While occasionally
showing affection and interest in others, these
"islands" appear and disappear. Upon entering
the room, his erratic wordless utterances,
irregular breathing spurts, and averted gaze
from any focal point convey challenges ahead.
Ryan and his mother have just arrived at his
Interactive Musical Play session. It's clear that
we will once again need to renegotiate the first
level of the Functional Emotional
Developmental Ladder - (Shared) Attention
and Regulation.

.. As Ryanapproaches,
MahingtheConnection.
Mom playfully interceptshis path, chanting
"I'm gonnaget you!" and then insertsa
musicalcue ("I'm gonna") in long chanted
syllables.Shemovestoward him slowly so he
can orient himself visually. Ryanlocks his gaze
. upon her for an instant and then stumbles
backwards,endingup on a beanbagwhich
mom has pulled towards him to break his fall. I
vocalizea silly, descending,staccato"kaa- ahah- ah" that synchronizeswith his fall, saving
the low-pitched "boom" for his moment of
impact. Ryandoesn'tcry; instead,he alertsto
the soundsand movements.He showssome
surprise,but then calmly and squarelyeyesme
in the face.It is possiblethat his solid contact
with the bag wasliterally a "grounding"
moment for this little fellow who seekstactile
contact.Ryanseemsto enjoy the springy
impact and possiblyhis connectionto us.
Ohay,I'Il join in. .. The threeof us begin to
. reenacthis long circling preludeand
subsequentfall ("boom") witn gestures,
sounds,body movements,and singing.We
thudding into
sing "Ta-da-da-BOOM-de-ay"
the bag on "BOOM." SoonRyanaddshis own
sound after "BOOM" ahd raiseshis arms to
participate.Respondingto his motions,we
adapt and vary patterns in our singing and
articulation. When I know from his delighted

c Vol.10, No,2
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squeals that he's really with me, I tease him with
a pregnant pause before "BOOM." Ryan throws
his hands down impatiently, so mom and I
oblige his "request" and fill in a long tremolo
"BOOM" that we all imitate with hands on our
knees. It's become a gamq and Ryan is clearly
engaged. We are still relying on musical
elements in much the same way as in infant
proto-conversations, but I'm patient and hold
his experience in mind. I know that Ryan, who
loves the springy bounce of a mallet impacting a
drumhead as much as he enjoys his body
meeting the beanbag, will soon have a good
place to do this during a semi-structured part of
the session.
Now with the Group... More structured musicmaking occurs when Ryan's nanny and sister
come in to join us for a sing-in, play-along.
Ryan is now more organized in his sensibilities
and is clearly part of our ensemble around a
large gathering drum. He initiates the playing
for each song, setting qhe tempo and mood of
the piece; sometimes when he stops, $re all
freeze our singing and look at him expectantly.
This is his favorite part, and he giggles and
starts up again, now commanding the group's
continued participation. On "Sally Goes
Round,"5owe hold each other's gaze andhe
follows my lead when I pause and hold my
mallet up high before the final "Boom." With
the help of the musical foundation we've
established and his ongoing engagement in the
process, he is able to "tolerate" the wait. When
his chance at resolution comes, it is delicious.
Together, we seem to have paved the way fot a
remembered pattern of bodily sensation. With a
huge bang and lit-up face, like a ball player
making the basket, he scores the final "BOOM"
as the remembered sound and affect kick back
in. Ryan has not sung one word, but he has
made music with us. We will have to go back to
this pattern of working through and up the
developmental ladder many times, but our use
of progressive levels of engagement and
communication with attuned musical play has
transformed the music, as well as the child.

approach,Kranowitz welcomedits many
compatibleprinciples to what she had akeady
doing asa long-timepreschoolmusic,
been
DEVETOPMENTAT
AND MUSICATETEMENTS
movement,and dramateacher.a0
Her example
REPRESENTED
IN VICNETTEOF RYAN_
showshow Floortime can simultaneously
eng ge children at severallevels,such as in
musical
storytelling that engagesverballyThesesupportand build on eachother,
expressiveyoungsterswho can connectideas
gaining strength as they interweave.
through language,aswell as children who can
focuson the musical elementsand enjoy the
sensoryplay of instruments.Shetells of Susie,
DEVELOPMENTALELEMENTS
a youngsteron the autismspectrumwho was
able to remain engagedand activethroughout
. We met his initial stateof disorganization
the musicalaspectsof a storyarIn telling the
and anxiety and helped him to regulate
"charmingmyth" of Haydn'smother,who used
and focus.
. We usedplayful obstmction to insert
an unresolveddescendingscaleto rousethe
musical boy from bed,a2Kranowitz was able to
ourselvesinto his circling action and to
break his isolation.
captivateSusie'sattentionby illustrating this
tale with slowly falling scaletones on a
xylophonethat concludedwith the auditory
suTpenSeof an uRtesolvedtonic Upon hearing
. We simultaneously engagedseveral
this, Susiejumped up, grabbedthe mallet from
sensorysystemsand frid heed to his
the teacher'shand, and finished the scaleon
tactile and proprioceptiveneeds.
the right note. The rest of the children were
. We deepenedthe family's role and gave
surprised
and enervatedby her participation,
a socialcontextfor play.
Kranowitz's
with
adding, "Shewas beaming
. We provideda forum that helped
and
clearly
revelingin her accomplishment.'
him form impressionsof "himself
With the facilitation of an attuned teacher
versusothers" and gaugehis impact
such as Kranowitz, Susie'sinitiation may be
on the group.
turned into a gamethat opensup new
interpersonal levels for her, while also
presenting opportunities for the other children
MUSICALELEMENTS
to learn from her auditory and visual acuity.
Other examplesof how music canbe used
r We met him musically with simple
Floortime principles come from Kasi
with
prosodicsoundpatternsof rhythm,
Peters,MT:BC, a clinic-basedmusic
articulation, and melodic contour that
therapist.a3
Peters,who startedout asa
mirrored his movements.
r We transformedsound from chant to
DevelopmentalInterventionist doing
wordlessmelodic vocalization to songs
Floortime with children in their homes,notes:
with words. Each offered a mode for
"Music therapy and Floortime work so nicely
interacting (alerting, echoing sounds,
together.The goal ateasatesimilar in that
playing along with instruments).
both can easilywork on social-emotional
. We took into accounthis sensoryissues
"#
developmentand parent-childrelationships.
when choosingbody percussionand
ln working with the upper levels of the DIRrM
instmmental play.
developmentatladder,she usesthe
. We improvised music to suit his highly
adaptability of music to generate
individual needsand used repertoire that
communicative nanatives that function much
would help bind our group music-making
like
spoken language.In Level Five (where
culturally and inter-generationally.
ideasbegin to representintent and affect) and
cont.onp.45
Figure 3/cont.
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vtcNETTEOFADDtE,A 2-YEAR-OLDBUNDTEOF ENERcy

Hq, what\ this - slam, bang, again!... Addie
zoorns around spaces,picking up one thing of
interest, only to discard it for another; one of
the few things that slows her down is her
desire (and need) to open andshut doors over
and over again in a way that seems
meaningless and driven. Clearly, it has
meaning for her, but it is a "dead end."
I(nochin' onyour door... As her dad and I
literally insert ourselves into her path, we use
knocks, sound effects, instruments, and the
song "Who's that, tapping at the window;
who's that, knocking at the door?"5r Addie
slams the door shut and is poised to
immediately open it, when dad knocks on the
otherside. I immediatelysing only the "Who's
that?" part, and Addie looks at me, then
opens the door, and dad and I both chime in
with "Daddy is knocking at the door." Dad
intones "Oh, hello, Addie" with mock
surprise and shakes his daughter's hand. We
repeat this scenario as many times as Addie
wants to open/shut.

Thisisfun -letme tryt... We knockon the door
with woodenrhythm sticks,strike chime bars,
and ring pitched bells asdoorbells.Addie
becomesintrigued by the instrumentsand tries
someout while we sing, "Addie is ringing at the
door." We changethe timbre of instruments,
from tiny trianglesto a mysterious-sounding
gong to raspyguiros.Sometimeswhen Addie is
set to open the door, I pressmyselfagainstit and
repeat,"Who's that?" Shejiggle and whines at my
blocking the door; but after another "Who's
that?",with a big arm gesturesheshouts"ah-eee"
for "Daddy,"and I finish by singing "is at the
door" while she opensit.
Bringingit Home- NewDoors.. . In a delightful
variation; Dad reports thatathome Addie Fas fun
with (relatively)prolongedattentiongiven to an
animal flap book. Dad holds the flap down and
sings,"Who's that mooing at the door?" asAddie
wigglesand pulls on his hand to get it open, and
the two of them make boisterousfarm animal
soundsfor eachhiding cow,pig, and sheep.For
Addie, a new door has liErally opened.

DEVETOPMENTAL
AND MUSICATEIEMENTS
REPRESENTED
IN VICNETTEOF ADDIE_
These support and build on each other, gaining strength as they interwsave.

DEVELOPMENTALELEMENTS
We treatedher perseverativedoor actions
as intentional and incorporated them
into our interactions.
We helped extend her play from a simple
open/shutto multiple parts,including
sound signalsand greetings.
We encouragedengagementof multiple
sensoryprocesses(auditory visual,
proprioceptive,and tactile).
Play athome was transferredto another
modality (flap book).that usedbody and
mind in different ways and was sustained
with warm back-and-forth interactions.
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MUSICAL ELEMENTS
We acknowledgedher door actionsand found
a songto support it. The rising contour of
"Who'sThat?" (interval of a fifth) is an ideal
prosodic match for a question,with the stress
and duration on the significantword "Who?".
We provided different in.e6rrpg1115
for sound
signals,not only to vary the play but in
consideration of her "let me try this one"
tendency
While retaining the song,we alsovaried it
(e.g.,with different instrumental
accompaniment,useof short motifs, changeof
timbre, and adaption of words and setting).

Level Six (where children begin employing
symbols to build logical bridges between ideas
and emotional thinking), Peters o.ftenuses
dramatic play with music. Here, music allows
children to become readily engagedby the
great variety of instrumental sounds and
musical patterns that can be changed about.
Music also supports the children's affective
involvement, interactions, and critical
thinking skills.

Music has the dual advantage of setting up
an environment in which children's
developmental patterns can be detected and of
offering the means by which techniques can be
creatively applied to serve young children's
development. As musicians, we continuously
rvs& with the-idejr of patlerfls 4L4 m:cro le-vgl
whenever we use rhythmic and tonal motifs
that aid children's music and language
development. We also employ our larger
understanding of pattems as we focus on
metric relationships, structural form, and
affective responsepatterns to music. Patterns
in the musical medium are exceptionally
malleable yet robust, as noted in'Douglas

emotional, cognitive, and social needs that
children present us.
Continued partnerships between those
involved with the Floortime approach and
music fields are called for. Music professionals
can learn from the Floortime perspective that
is being applied by such fields as pediatric
occupational therapy and speecManguage
therapy.a6Wecan also benefit from clinical
mental-health work, especially its understanding of how early attachment issues relate to
developmental growth, as well as its general
reflective stance about relationships and
optimal support. At the same time, however,
manv Floortime clinicians who have learned
about techniques and activities being applied
from a musical vantage point quickly see how
music relates to what they have already been
doing and become eager to learn more about
how music might facilitare their own work.
In addition, intra-music collaboration
could make an enormous positive difference,
particularly the improvisatory-based NordoffRobbinsaTmusic therapy; Gordon's Music
Learning Theoryas which uses patterns in
wordless vocalizations; Orff-based music
education and therapy,aewhich creatively uses
sensorimotor play; and early childhood music

Hofstater'sPulitzer-prizewinning book,
G\edel,EschetBach:An EternalGoldarBraid, a
brilliant look at, amongother things, the

education,which offersplayful repertoirethat
works so well wirh groups.Individual fields
neednot be abandonedhere,but rather could

nature of musical pattern metamorphosis.a5In
a sense,a piece of music assumesits unique
identity through the transformation of its

collaborate and bring together insights from
specialized channels to formulate a newly
d valuable arena. The develop-

patterns- what it's built upon, what changes,
what staysthe same.When working to
support children'sunique developmental
patterns,we haveat our disposalthis

of Floortime/DlRru is a
ffJ#t#el
dynamic,inclusiveone and clearlyhasmuch
to offer early-childhoodpractitioners,aswell
as early-chiidhoodmusic educatorsand music
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without losing its original form, thus lending
stability and continuity even during change.
Further, in a realm where our own (often
rapid) adaptability matters, the myriad
combinations that ensuefrom playing with
musical elementsin such transforming ways
will help increaseour own flexibility and
likelihood of finding meaningful matchesfor
the manyunique processingstyles,aswell as

settings.The power of this complementary
union may not only help eachchild find himor herselfthrough music,but may alsohe$
music'silluminating power and meaningshine
through asa result of the child'sjourney.

Theauthor wishesto thanhCarolS, Kranowitz,
M.A., and KasiPeters, MTB C,f or thnr contibuti ons
and Griffin Doyle, Ph.D.,for his helpfulinsights.
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